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ABSTRACT 
 
The work for my thesis includes a series of medium-scale paintings on wood panel in oil and 
acrylic. In these, I depict my friends, my relatives, and myself in full-body portrait style. I use a 
complementary color palette. The humans within my paintings are presented within an 
environment that has shallow spatial depth. The backgrounds in the paintings exist through 
flatness, serving as wallpaper behind the figure. The landscape backgrounds in my paintings are 
not specific to identifiable locations. The relationship between the figure and the ground is 
questioned through the overall composition. Both the background and the figure are painted in a 
way that emphasizes the transparency and liquidity of oil paint. These paintings belong to the 
series titled “Portrait of an American.” Each individual painting is titled after the name of the 
person depicted.  
 
As a figurative painter, I ask myself about my right to depict another person. How do I make sure 
that I don’t alter the person represented as I paint them? How much control do I have over how 
the subjects within my paintings are perceived? And how do I uphold the responsibility of 
representing another person’s identity honestly and respectfully? These questions are a necessary 
part of my painting practice and process as I create portraits. The portraits are necessary because 
they show a demographic of Americans that are scarcely represented in popular media, in 
contemporary art, and in art history. With respect towards the people that I paint, and with a sense 
of caution in how I apply paint, I make figurative paintings which increase ethnic and racial 
diversity in the discourse of contemporary painting.  
 
This thesis writing operates as a guide for my thoughts as I use some ideas from the history of 
painting to contextualize my experience and painting practice. I begin by looking at the idea of 
representation of living beings in Islam, and what it means to be drawing and painting people 
while identifying as Muslim. I will next investigate the problematics associated with the historical 
western paintings of “others,” in depictions of people of color by orientalists and white male 
artists throughout western art history. Lastly, I find and celebrate contemporary artists that enrich 
representation and diversify our understanding of human experiences. These explorations help me 
to answer the questions that I have posed for myself, and to become a better painter and an artist 
of integrity.        
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THE LIVING TO THE DIVINE  
 
In academic critiques of my work, I have been told by two white students that Islam prohibits 
figurative painting. Does this mean that, as a figurative painter and a person who identifies as 
Muslim, I am going to hell? The Qur’an is the holy book of Islam, and it is believed that the 
Quran was revealed by God to the final Prophet Muhammad and was written in the year 632, the 
year that Prophet Muhammad died. The Qur’an makes no mention of painting, drawing, or image 
making. So where does this idea come from?  
 
In the year 875, 243 years after Prophet Muhammad’s death, the Sahih Hadith was written. (A 
Hadith is a record of words and actions of Prophet Muhammad). This Hadith did not prohibit, but 
warned people against, making representations of living things of all kinds— humans included.  
All of the information above is common knowledge in the Muslim community, leaving each 
individual to judge for themselves what this message meant for that time period and for now.  
 
In the time that Muslims were warned against representation, people of other faiths made 
religious art, such as the work from Amitabha titled Buddha (618-907) and the Pectoral with 
Christ and the Lamb of God (1000-1050). Both of these works serve religious purposes and are 
items of worship for the faiths of Buddhism and Christianity. Islam, however, does not believe 
that God has a form. The purpose of a prohibition against images in Islam in the year 875 was to 
avoid idolatry1, which the Qur’an does prohibit. This was a time when the artist was to the art as 
the living was to the divine. It is interesting to think about depiction being reserved for the 
personified representation of what people thought was most powerful.  
  
                                               
1 https://www.davidmus.dk/en/collections/islamic/cultural-history-themes/image-prohibition 
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Amitabha (Amituofo), Buddha, 618-907, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, accession number 
19.186, New York,  https://www.metmuseum.org/toah/works-of-art/19.186/  
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Pectoral with Christ and the Lamb of God and the Symbols of the Four Evangelists, 1000-1050, 
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, accession number 17.190.217, New York, 
https://www.metmuseum.org/toah/works-of-art/17.190.217/  
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THE PEASANT TO THE ROYAL 
 
Moving on from one depiction of the powerful figure, we arrive at more representations of power. 
However, at this point in history the figures that the artists were painting were powerful people 
rather than Gods. Despite the recommendation against religious representation in Islam, secular 
figurative art flourished in the Muslim world between the middle ages and the age of modernity. I 
am interested more broadly in the question of the relationship between the artist and the subject in 
portraiture from the premodern and modern eras. Much portraiture between the years 1000 and 
1900 portrayed secular rulers and persons of influence. Below I will cite some paintings made 
after the 1800’s and artists and artwork I have come across as I think through my paintings. What 
was the relationship between the artist and the subject once artists moved away from religious 
painting? 
Portrait of Jalal al-Din Mirza (1827-1872) by the Persian artist Abu’l Hassan Ghaffari depicts 
the Prince of the Persia. The perspective of the artist and the viewer is from beneath the eye level 
of the prince. The posture and stance of the figure is of confidence, this is a painting about power.  
Based on some research into what the king actually looked like in photograph, it is noted that the 
painting possesses qualities of idealization of the body. This painting was commissioned by the 
prince, made under his direction, taking into consideration how Prince Jalal al-Din Mirza would 
have liked to be portrayed. The presentation of the figure to an audience is considered and there is 
a control over the audience’s perception of the powerful figure.  
 
While Abu’l Hassan Ghaffari was painting the Prince of Persia, Jean Auguste Dominique Ingres 
was painting the French Emperor. Once again, power and wealth are central concepts 
contributing to the presentation and perception of the figure. In this painting, costume plays a 
central role in representing the essence of a person, having a wave of impact. Napoleon is 
wearing his coronation outfit, is seated on a throne, with a golden laurel wreath on his head. 
There is a gold embroidered satin tunic, and ermine-line purple velvet flowing out of the 
composition. Ingres paints everything with a level of attention as though nothing but the image 
exists in his consciousness at the moment, as though Napoleon and all his possessions are 
everything that there is to care about. It is interesting to think about the presence of the painter in 
this instance. A hierarchy develops in which the subject overpowers the painter: the artist is to the 
art as the peasant is to the royal. Being depicted was indicative of privilege, status, and notability.  
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Abu’l-Hasan Ghaffari, Portrait of Jalal al-Din Mirza, 1827-1872, Smithsonian Asian Art 
Museum, Washington D.C., https://www.freersackler.si.edu/object/S2016.9a-b/ 
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Jean Auguste Dominique Ingres,  Napoleon on his Imperial Throne, 1806, Army Museum, Paris, 
https://www.musee-armee.fr/en/collections/museum-treasures.html  
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LOOKING AHEAD 
 
What happens when painters stop painting the notable and the wealthy? How does the 
relationship between the painter and the subject change once paintings become about ‘normal’ 
people rather than people of influence? Artists discover that portraiture can also show us 
everyday life. Interpersonal relationships between artist and subject come into the framework of 
making. One work to look at is the painting titled “Thiếu nữ bên hoa huệ (Young Woman with 
Lilly)” by Tô Ngọc Vân, who is a Vietnamese painter. He taught resistance art in the norther zone 
during the war with the French and was the first recipient of the Ho Chi Minh Prize in 1996. This 
painting by him shows a delicate touch with which the paint is applied to the canvas. The 
composition embodies the figure as though nothing else, but she is of visual importance: even the 
Lily serves her in this image. The background and the vase complement her skin tone. There isn’t 
any disrespect by the artist’s gaze and the viewer gets an intimate connection with the subject of 
the painting, as though she could whisper something, and the onlooker would understand.  
 
Looking at Matisse’s painting of his wife Amélie Noellie Parayre you can see the style that 
Matisse brings in; there is flattened forms, decorative patterns, and intense colorism. This 
particular painting is interesting because it also holds a circumstance in which there is an 
intimacy between the painter and the subject. Knowing the person in the painting assures that the 
painting possesses a quality in which there is respect and admiration toward the person depicted 
in the painting.  
 
How does the relationship between the artist and the subject compare in “The Red Turban” by 
Henri Matisse and the painting “Young Woman with Lilly” by Tô Ngọc Vân to the painting titled 
“Spirit of the Dead Watching” by Gauguin? A notable difference between Tô Ngọc Vân and 
Matisse versus Gauguin is that Gauguin did not know the people in his painting mentioned in this 
essay. Although Gauguin is an amazingly skilled painter, he can also teach us through his ethical 
mistakes. In her essay on Gauguin’s legacy on the platform Artsy, Meredith Mendelsohn writes: 
“the ugly reality of Gauguin’s pretty paintings is that… while there are plenty of white, 
male artists whose troubling lifestyles can be understood somewhat separately from their 
art, the difficulty with Gauguin is that his behavior is laid bare on his canvases. It doesn’t 
take a politically minded scholar or critic to recognize that his representations of nude 
Tahitians reflect a sexual and racial fantasy forged from a position of patriarchal, 
colonialist power.” Gauguin wrote to his friend Vincent van Gogh portraying Tahiti as 
‘other’ to the social mores of Parian life and the Impressionist, that it was “more natural, 
more primitive, and above all, less spoiled life.”2 
Gauguin’s view of the people within his paintings can be attributed to the phenomenon of 
“othering.” This type of ‘othering’ is also present in Orientalism. Colonialism was justified with 
the fetishization of the Eastern world. Orientalist representations, like the ones by Jean-Leon 
Gerome involve depicting groups of people as exotic. These depictions can shape opinions and 
actions against people, especially when tied to colonialism through a dishonest and unjust 
representation.  
                                               
2 https://www.artsy.net/article/artsy-editorial-art-divided-gauguins-legacy 
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Tô Ngọc Vân, Thiếu nữ bên hoa huệ (Young Woman with Lilly), 1943  
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Paul Gauguin, Spirit of the Dead Watching, 1892, Albright Knox Art Gallery, Buffalo, New 
York, https://www.albrightknox.org/artworks/19651-manaò-tupapaú-spirit-dead-watching  
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Looking ahead, contemporary artists have to grow from this art historical baggage. Western 
European artists made mistakes such as exotifying and creating dishonest narratives surrounding 
portraits representing people of color. Artists have to achieve inclusivity and honest 
representation in the current visual discourse to reflect the diversity that is present in today’s 
social climate. As artists produce something to put out into the world, what kind of attention is 
paid towards minimizing exploitation of other people’s bodies and experiences? I look at the 
portrait paintings of Marlene Dumas. These have an exquisite tenderness toward subject matter. 
This is particularly evident in her painting “No Belt.” Emma Bedford wrote in her book Marlene 
Dumas: Intimate Relations that the intimacy of everyday life is explored in works tracing the 
cycle of life.3 Marlene Dumas’s work confronts difficult themes from pornography to 
segregation, yet she highlights expression and emotion. 
 
Another contemporary painter who demonstrates strength in representations of the bodies of 
others is Alice Neel. It should be noted that she too makes paintings of people she knows well, 
such as her friends, lovers, and family. Her strength comes from capturing likeness of the people 
that she paints without an effort toward physically realistic depiction.  
 
I make my paintings as I learn from the artists I listed in this thesis writing. In a contemporary 
environment in which there is a scarcity of voices, people of color are often placed in burdensome 
positions that place on them the responsibility of telling ‘the story’ of the varying ethnic or racial 
groups that they might belong to. In my painting the figures represent only themselves and do not 
serve as a representative for others. The background is void of excessive information and is 
merely an image of a natural landscape. This decision is made to avoid the inclusion of images 
that will then define the figure. As someone who is an immigrant but is also a US citizen, I have 
experiences in which others have tried to use a location, a country, or a city to define who I can 
be in their perception. Information is added onto my identity without any factual basis. This is a 
quality I don’t want these paintings to have. The paintings capture the brave attitudes of the 
people depicted, highlighting their unwillingness to fit into expectations set forth by onlookers. 
The figures within my paintings are confrontational towards the viewer. It is only fair that if you 
are going to stare at someone or something, such as a painting, that it stares back.     
In conclusion of this reflection I understand where the warning in making representations of other 
living beings comes from. Art can become so powerful that it can be worshiped like the 
sculptures of idols in the 9th century. Through culture, painting can influence knowledge. 
Therefore, the spreading of misinformation can be harmful for individuals within groups. These 
are reasons why caution, authentic expression, diverse experience, and honest representation 
become important. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                               
3 Emma Bedford, Marlene Dumas: Intimate Relations (2014), pg. 44 
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Alice Neel, Richard 
in Towel, 1973 
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Marlene Dumas, No 
Belt, 2010-2016 
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